NH-Strafford County

Barrington

Erin Kathleen Boodey (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Thomas Bouchard (BS)
Noah S Cleary (BSME)
John Joseph Gray (BA)
Liza Hutton (MSW)
Maclane Lucien Jennison (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Aaron Landry (MENGR)
Jessica M Leach (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Jeffrey Vail Leach (BSME)
Steven Philip Lee (MPA)
Declan David Michael McMahon (BM) Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Markus Philbrick (BS)
Brianna Lee Rybinski (BS)
Gregory Charles Stohrer (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Brentwood

Hadleigh Forth Weber (BA) Magna Cum Laude

Dover

Madeline Eleanor Baker (BA)
Cade A Baussmann (BS)
Michael Patrick Beck (BSCHE)
Margot A Berman (MAT)
Damian Cole Bernardini (BM) Magna Cum Laude
Gail Marie Bigelow (MED)
Nicholas Dean Brown (BS)
Andrew John Bruno (MBA)
Benjamin H Campbell (BSPHYS)
Christian Carmody (MED)
Cole Matthew Carter (BS)
Aran Charles Cherouvis (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Iris I Clemons (BS) Cum Laude
Michael K Coughlan (MS)
Matthew Richard Delage (BA)
Emily Catherine Dennis (BS)
Paula M DiNardo (PHD)
Emma Suzannah Dodier (MED)
Hannah Margaret Donahue (BS) Cum Laude
Joseph Luis Donavan (BSEE)
Taylor Ariel Donnelly (BA)
Isaac Eugene Dore (BS)
Rebekah Ann Flanagan (MS)
Thomas Castillo Fleming (BA)
Julia Rose Forcillo (BS) Cum Laude
Eryn Kyleigh Frost (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Jean Gagnon (MS)
Shea Matthew Gorman (MSW)
Clayton Fox Greig (BSME)
Jason Edward Hansen (BS)
Marilyn Katerina Hrytsay (BS) Magna Cum Laude
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Dover

Deisry Marla Huliselan (BS)
Tucker Bentley Jennison (MED)
Erica Caitlin Jones (MS)
Hannah Jane Katz-Barfield (BS)
Julia Marie Kiburis (BS)
Lanie Lynne Kulicic (AAS)
Joseph Lampe (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Marissa D Lane (BA) Cum Laude
Miranda Jode LaRocque (BS)
Adrienne Danielle Ledoux (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Wesley Sherman LeFevre (BS)
Caleb Jordan Libbey (BA)
Grace Catherine Lyons (MPA)
Daniel Joseph Marino (BS)
Cameron J McNally (BS)
Cameron Augustus Mehalek (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Tanner Justin Mills (BS)
Kirstin Elizabeth Murray (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Chaflk Nadim (BS/IT)
Emmanuel Desire Nkounkou (BS)
Jennifer L O'Neill (MBA)
Paul Yves Francis Pelletier (BA)
Isabella Grace Pizza (BA) Cum Laude
Violette J Ramy (BA)
Madison Lynn Reiff (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Grace Lisa Roy (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Kaeli Rumore (BS)
Maia Kathryn Ryan (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Andreas W Steinger (MBA)
Christian Michelle St. Peter (BA)
Sarah Jane Tazziz (BS)
Aditi Tripathy (MS)
Faith Vachon (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Alex Charles Valhos (BSCS)
Michelle Vallie Ward (PHD)
Kemal A Warouw (BS)
Sarah Kate Williams (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Emily Marie Wilson (MED)
Hannah J Wirth (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Gregory Thomas Wojtas (BSCS)

Durham

Jarrett Ronald Blanchard (BA)
Alexander Robert Caraynoff (MS)
Hannah Thompson Carrico (BSSTAT) Cum Laude
Hailey Elizabeth Carter (MS)
Paul M Chiarantona (MPP)
Benjamin Andrew Clement (BS) Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Marie Donovan (BA) Cum Laude
Eric A English (MS)
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Durham

Alicyn Taylor Evans (BS)                      Summa Cum Laude
Caitlin Fletcher (BSBE)                      Summa Cum Laude
Julie M Gagnon (BS)                         Cum Laude
Skylar Jade Hamilton (BS)                   Cum Laude
David Edward Holmes (BSCHE)                 Cum Laude
Katherine Marie Hoppler (BA)                Summa Cum Laude
Justin Kennedy (MAT)                        Cum Laude
Callie Rose Laprise (BS)                    Magna Cum Laude
Jeremy A Lariviere (BA)                     Summa Cum Laude
Jillian Elizabeth Locke (BS)                 Summa Cum Laude
Alicia Rose Markham (BA)                    Summa Cum Laude
Hugh Paul McMackin (BS)                     Summa Cum Laude
Scott R Morris (MS)                         Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Marie Mulligan (BS)                  Summa Cum Laude
Anna-Kate Munsey (BA)                       Summa Cum Laude
Meegan J O’Connell (BS)                     Summa Cum Laude
Katelyn Mae O’connor (MS)                    Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Megan Phelps (MS)                 Summa Cum Laude
Brian Hans Rafferty (MED)                   Summa Cum Laude
Maxim Razorenov (MS)                        Summa Cum Laude
Savannah Rose Salvage (BS)                  Summa Cum Laude
Parker Williamson Scogland (BA)             Summa Cum Laude
Isabella Skye Solari (BS)                   Summa Cum Laude
Olivia Elizabeth Valles (MSW)                Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Marie Walsh (MSW)                 Summa Cum Laude
Xiaohang Xue (MS)                           Summa Cum Laude
Jacob Zercher (BSMATH)                      Summa Cum Laude
Adle Jane Ziemek (MSW)                      Summa Cum Laude

Durham,

Elijah Lewis (MS)

Farmington

Emma Barbara Gelinas (MSW)                   Magna Cum Laude
Cynthia Marie Langley (BS)                   Magna Cum Laude
Jillian Mourgenos (BS)                       Magna Cum Laude
Kendra Lynn Popek (BS)                       Magna Cum Laude
Julia Rose Sommer (BA)                       Magna Cum Laude

Keene

Allison Sonia (PHD)

Lee

Benjamin Robert Antognetti (BSPHYS)          Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Susan Barker (BSME)                  Magna Cum Laude
Kendall Jenness Bird (BS)                    Magna Cum Laude
Lihy Eden Buchbinder (BSPHYS)                Summa Cum Laude
Anna Dulude (MPA)                            Summa Cum Laude
Nicholas Andrew Kahn (MBA)                   Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Levine (BA)                  Summa Cum Laude
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Lee
Isaiah Tauscher (BSIT)
Emily Margot Vadeboncoeur (BA)  Magna Cum Laude

Madbury
Bailey Allard (BA)
Michael Patrick Munroe (BA)
Jenna L Scholefield (BA)

Milton
Mildred Madeline White (MBA)
Raymond J Zabkar (BS)

Milton Mills
Skye Elizabeth Darling (BM)  Cum Laude

New Durham
Molly Rose Erickson (MS)
Shelby Nichole Lindsay (MBA)

Rochester
Rebecca Maggio Bahlert (BS)  Cum Laude
Isabel Paige Beaulieu (BSSTAT)  Summa Cum Laude
Aaron Matthew Bonneau (BA)
Molly Marie Cinfo (BS)
Keegan MacLean Demers (BS)  Cum Laude
Phoebe Carol Downer (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey Diane Fleming (MBA)
Mitchell Austin Genkinger (BS)
Achal Ghimire (BA)  Summa Cum Laude
Matthew David Gillespie (BA)
Halle M Gooley (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Hanna Kurtenbach (BS)
Barbara A Laganiere (DNP)
Noah James Lapointe (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Amanda Lynn Letourneau (AAS)  Honors
Meghan Rose Lewis (MA)
Julia Hunter Masterson (BS)
Erik Montoya (BS)
Krista Lynn Rodrigues (MS)
Daniel Charles Russell (BA)
Lauren Ruth Scheffer (BS)  Cum Laude
Ashley Diemand Sterpka (PHD)
Wesley J Stilson (BS)
David Billie Suoth (BA)  Cum Laude
Abigail Jillian Tapley (BA)
Lauren Tarbuck (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Isabella Mackenzie Traeger (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Mya Elizabeth Urena (BS)
Nathaniel David Wunderlich (BSENVE)

Rollinsford
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Rollinsford

Brett Kevin Dodier (BS)
Sara L Hannan (MBA)
Suhanna Miller (BS)
Paul Henry Pollaro (BS)
Alex J Robacher (BSME)

Somersworth

Megan B Bozek (MBA)
Anastasya Blessvile Cornella (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Leland James Curtis (MS)
Jacquelyn Julia Foote (BSBE)
Isaah Gray (BS)
Addison (Addy) Sophie Kennamer (BA)
Kulin Krishnan (BSBE)
Aleena Linson (MS)
Kali Liu (BA)
Brandon Lo (BSCS) Summa Cum Laude
Marissa S Luciano (MS)
Brianna Marie Michaels (BA)
Casey Siobhan Michaud (MED)
Anne Elizabeth O'Donnell (MS)
Ethan Mark Parisi (BS)
Nathan D Pincince (BS) Cum Laude
Anastasia Marie Platenik (AAS) High Honors
Nazareth Putra (BA)
Jeremy Stuart Rhodes (MBA)
Benjamin William Seprosevo (BSME) Cum Laude
Katherine Jean Swallow (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Samuel Jacob Twombly (BSME)

Strafford

Maureen Ann Beauregard (MA)
Maxim Begin (BSME) Cum Laude
Gabrielle Morgan Casey (MSW)
Joseph P Garcia (AAS) High Honors
John Michael Grace (BS)
Kimberly Faye McGlinchey (PHD)

Union

Morgan Moody (BS) Cum Laude